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"We are thrilled to have Photoquip India Ltd. as our exclusive partner to distribute Jupio 

products in the beautiful country of India. We are certain that the Indian people will love 

our innovative and top-quality products." Mr. Martijn Evertse, Managing Director, Jupio 

Europe B.V. 

Speaking on the occasion Mr. Pulin Soni, Addi. Director, Photoquip India said, "It is with 

immense pleasure that we bring to you JUPIO, one of the most credible names in the 3rd 

party battery and power accessories segment. Having understood the repercussions that 

cheap, inferior-quality alternatives can have on our gadgets, it is only wise that we invest in 

the reliable quality that JUPIO provides as a perfect power alternative." 

JUPIO is a Netherlands-based manufacturer of repute, having its presence in over 55 

countries. Established in 2006, the company has been manufacturing the entire spectrum of 

batteries and accessories including all photo & video camera batteries and chargers, camera 

grips, power banks, solar chargers, USB cables, car chargers, laptop chargers, universal 

battery chargers etc. 

Photoquip India Ltd. has been committed towards equipping the Indian photo-imaging 

industry with exceptional quality, cutting-edge products. To expand its offering, the company 

introduced JUPIO Batteries and Chargers at the recently concluded India International Photo 

Video Trade Fair 2017. 
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To know more visit: www.jupio.com 

Jupio Europe BV is a Triple A rated company by Graydon. 

All Jupio products are manufactured in ISO-certified factories, meet all legal requirements 

and have the required (European) quality marks. Jupio attaches great value to good working 

conditions and acts in conformity with all legal requirements with regard to the discharge of 

products containing pollutants. 

About Jupio Batteries and Chargers 
Jupio is one of the most important manufacturers of power accessories for digital cameras, 

camcorders, mobile phones, laptops and power tools. After its foundation in 2006, in 

Groningen, the company has experienced steady growth and its products are sold in several 

countries all over the world. 

*against manufacturing defects 

The current line-up of JUPIO products available in India includes camera batteries and 

battery grips, camcorder batteries, drone batteries, PowerVaults for D-SLRs and Laptops, 

and USB accessories, and come with a 3-year warranty* 
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